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To ACHE of South Florida members:
 
We are taking this special opportunity to recognize
ACHE of South Florida's Annual Corporate Sponsors
as we are so grateful for their support, confidence and
loyalty over the years.  This has been quite the
extraordinary year; nevertheless, ACHE of South
Florida perseveres to fulfill its mission to offer
education on the newest healthcare trends and
challenges in addition to keeping the community of
healthcare executives connected.
 
ACHE of South Florida's efforts would not be possible
without the involvement and support of our Annual
Sponsors.  With that, we hope you enjoy reading the
following "special messages" from our Sponsors to you.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
The Board of Directors
ACHE of South Florida

Gold Sponsors

 
Since its inception in 1953,
Memorial Healthcare System
has been a leader in
providing high-quality
healthcare services to South
Florida. Memorial is one of

While COVID-19 continues
to impact our community,
rest assured our team is
dedicated to the safety and
health of our own employees
and our patients

 
  

 
 

0
The MEDNAX Center for
Research, Education,
Quality and Safety (CREQS)
was developed to empower
health care providers to take
great care of the patient,
every day and in every way.
We participate in clinical
research, education,
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the largest public healthcare
systems in the nation and
highly regarded for its
exceptional patient- and
family-centered care that
creates the Memorial
experience. Memorial's
patient, physician and
employee satisfaction rates
are some of the most
admired in the country, and
the system is recognized as
a national leader in quality
healthcare. As Memorial
continues to lead in
providing the next level of
healthcare, many prestigious
awards have been earned
throughout the system
including Modern Healthcare
magazine's Best Places to
Work in Healthcare, Florida
Trend magazine's Best
Companies to Work for in
Florida, 100 Top Hospitals,
Consumer Choice Award,
Best-Run Hospital, Best
Nursing Staff, Best Pediatric
Hospital and Best Maternity
Hospital.  

 

 
Heal the body, mind and spirit

of those we touch.
 

Make our Mission yours.
 

Learn More 

 
 
 
As we welcome you back to
our hospitals and urgent
care facilities, we're
committed to keeping you
safe every day as we move
forward with enhanced
safety measures designed
with your health in mind.
 
 
 
 
  

Learn More 

continuous quality
improvement and safety
initiatives at the local and
national level to improve
outcomes, enhance the
patient experience, improve
provider satisfaction and
reduce health care costs.
 
Each year, thousands of
health care providers
worldwide take advantage of
educational programs, live
and online, hosted by the
MEDNAX CREQS. The
number of clinicians
nationally and
internationally who
participate in our programs
is evidence of the depth and
breadth of our clinical
expertise and position as an
industry leader.
 
The MEDNAX Center for
Research, Education,
Quality and Safety is
accredited with
commendation by the
Accreditation Council for
Continuing Medical
Education to provide
continuing medical
education for physicians
and is accredited to provide
continuing nursing
education by the American
Nurses Credentialing
Center's Commission on
Accreditation.

 
Learn More 

Gold Sponsors

Health care executives are
the health professionals who
most directly impact health
care delivery and are
responsible for ensuring
patient access to treatment,
promoting quality, and
increasing staff morale on a
day-to-day basis. Advance
with public health
knowledge, prevent disease,
and promote health and well-
being in the world
community.

 
 
A hospice pioneer since
1978, VITAS® Healthcare is
the nation's leading provider
of end-of-life care.
VITAS provides medical,
emotional, and spiritual
support to patients with
advanced illness and their
families. Patient-centered,
comfort-focused hospice
care reduces hospital
readmissions, length of
stay, and healthcare costs
while improving quality
metrics, outcomes, and
patient satisfaction. Each
VITAS care team includes
a hospice physician, nurse,
hospice aide, social worker,
chaplain, bereavement

Health Executive 
MBA

 
The University of Miami
Herbert Business School's
Health Executive MBA
program (HEMBA) is pleased
to be celebrating its 40th
year anniversary. One of the
few programs in the country
recognized for both
Business School and Health
Management Accreditation,
and a member of the
respected Business School
Alliance for Health
Management, HEMBA is
proud to be ranked the No. 1

Heal thHeal th……
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Barry University
is accredited by the
Commission on Colleges of
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools. The
Master of Science in Health
Services Administration
program is an Associate
Graduate Member in the
Association of University
Programs in Health
Administration (AUPHA).

 
Learn More

specialist, and volunteer.
VITAS delivers care,
equipment, and supplies to
patients in their preferred
care setting. Call
800.93.VITAS (800.938.4827).
Visit VITAS.com (five
languages). Download the
VITAS mobile referral app
at VITASapp.com  
 

Healthcare Executive MBA
program in the country.
HEMBA holds classes on a
three-day weekend once a
month, and will bring in its
next class in January 2021.  
 
For more information please

contact:
 

Scott Westphal  
305-284-9982

s.westphal@miami.edu 
 

 https://go.miami.edu/hemba 

Gold Sponsors
 
The Jkare team would like to
extend a warm greeting to
you and yours during these
difficult times when a
pandemic is forcing us to be
physically separated but
united in affronting the
challenges and continuing to
be part of the health care
industry. 
 
0 

0 

  
We have taken the
necessary precautions to
ensure the safety of our
patients and staff by
reinforcing our policies and
procedures and the
mandatory implementation of
PPE while rendering
respiratory services in home
settings.
  

Learn More
0

q

 

 
Contact-Free, Continuous
Monitoring, Powered by
EarlySense on Centrella
Smart + Bed  
 
Help your caregivers
identify patient deterioration
and intervene at the earliest
signs-according to your
facility protocols.  With
patient acuity and
complexity increasing, and
patient-to-nurse ratios
rising, the med-surg
environment can be
challenging. Amidst this
reality, too many patients
are dying from preventable
causes.  
 
*    Unrecognized patient
deterioration can lead to
mortality that may affect as
many as 17% of hospital
admissions. 
*    Since heart rate and
respiratory rate are the two
most important predictors
of such adverse events, 
*    Early intervention is
crucial to keeping patients
safe.

Learn More

Everything we do at
Amerant is designed with
you, our customers, in mind.
We are dedicated to
delivering the most personal
and exceptional service to
help you achieve your goals.

0
For almost 40 years we
developed strong
relationships with people
and communities of all
kinds, and we are eager to
create new ones. Flexible
and dynamic, we adapt to
your specific needs. That's
because we are able to
anticipate your financial
requirements based on
where you are in your life
and where you plan to go.
We are proud to offer you a
diverse portfolio of financial
solutions to meet your
evolving preferences and
priorities, and we are always
looking for new ways to help
you.  
 

Learn More

 

Welcome to Amerant
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Silver Sponsors
LEO A DALY's diverse and creative teams combine planning, architecture, engineering

and in teriors expertise to offer a holistic response to our clients'
challenges. For morethan 100 years, we've created places that inspire
wonder, connect communities and enable great things. Our design
approach is energized by inquiry, focused on innovation and rooted in
social and ecological responsibility.  
 

Learn More 

Amid the unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic, NSU is committed to providing students,
faculty, staff, and the community with a healthy and safe environment where they can
thrive. In addition to offering online courses as a learning option, we plan to use the
BlendFlex model when returning to campus in August.  
 
To learn more and enroll, visit us at https://www.nova.edu/index.html 
 

Bronze Sponsors

SOUTH FLORIDA HOSPITAL NEWS AND HEALTHCARE REPORT, the only monthly print
and digital newspaper in South Florida, reports on issues and people impacting the

healthcare community. 
 

SFHN&HR reaches more than 32,000 physicians, nurses and healthcare professionals
who have found it effective when searching for services and products for them and their

patients. 
 

In addition, CANNABIS NEWS FLORIDA, the 2019 Cannabis Business Award's
publication of the year, is Florida's print and digital resource for medical cannabis

business developments and information.
 

Learn More

 

 

Wellington Regional Medical
Center is located in
Wellington, Florida. It is a
233-bed, acute care hospital,
owned by a subsidiary of
Universal Health Services,
Inc., a highly respected
healthcare management
organization.  Wellington
Regional is proud to have
provided high quality
healthcare services to the
residents of Palm Beach
County since 1986. As a
community hospital,
accredited by The Joint
Commission, Wellington
Regional prides itself on its
continued commitment to

 
The Executive Education
office in the College of
Business at Florida Atlantic
University is home to the 15-
month Executive Master of
Health Administration
program (EMHA). FAU offers
the program in in two
formats; on-campus every
third weekend or 100%
online.  These full service,
all-inclusive programs are
specially designed for those
with busy personal and
professional commitments
who prefer the experience of
a structured cohort.

   
Baptist Health South
Florida is proud to support
the American College of
Health Executives and
shares its commitment to
improving health in our
communities. Baptist Health
is the largest healthcare
organization in the region,
with 11 hospitals, more than
23,000 employees, 4,000
physicians and 100
outpatient centers, urgent
care facilities and physician
practices spanning across
Miami-Dade, Monroe,
Broward and Palm Beach
counties. It has
internationally renowned
centers of excellence in
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remain on the forefront of
advanced technologies and
expand programs and
services to meet the needs
of the growing community it
serves.
  

 
Learn More

 
 

 
Learn More

cancer, cardiovascular care,
orthopedics and sports
medicine, and
neurosciences. In addition,
it includes Baptist Health
Medical Group; Baptist
Health Quality Network; and
Baptist Health Care On
Demand, a virtual health
platform.
   

Learn More

 
Cleveland Clinic Weston ,
part of Cleveland Clinic's
Florida region, is a
nonprofit, multi-specialty,
academic medical center
that integrates clinical and
hospital care with research
and education. With
locations in Weston, Fort
Lauderdale, Coral Springs,
Parkland, West Palm Beach,
Wellington, and Palm Beach
Gardens, Cleveland Clinic
Weston has more than 250
physicians with expertise in
55 specialties. The medical
campus is fully integrated
and includes diagnostic
centers, outpatient surgery
and a 24-hour emergency
department located in the
state-of-the-art hospital.
Physicians at Cleveland
Clinic are experts in the
treatment of complex
conditions that are difficult
to diagnose.
 

For more information about
Cleveland Clinic Florida, visit

www.clevelandclinicflorida.org
 

Follow us on Twitter & Facebook

 
 
 
 

 

   
 

Envision Physician Services
is a multispecialty provider
group and healthcare
management team providing
anesthesia, emergency
medicine, hospital medicine,
radiology, surgical services,
and women's and children's
health services. Our
collective experience
enables us to better solve
complex problems and
consistently give healthcare
organizations confidence in
our execution. Envision
Physician Services serves
more than 780 healthcare
facilities in 48 states and
employs or contracts with
more than 25,200 physicians,
clinicians and other
healthcare professionals.

Learn More

 
Park Shore Pharmacon
offers customized long-term
care pharmacy services to
facility-partners throughout
Florida.  Park Shore is a
one-stop healthcare
resource offering a
comprehensive medication
program to its patients and
facility-partners.   We are
known in the industry for
understanding unique
patient populations, such as
persons with developmental
and intellectual disabilities
and the geriatric community,
and we understand that
resources for these
populations differ across
the broad Florida territory. 
Park Shore will work with
you to standardize your
pharmacy practices across
the facilities that you
manage while also
maintaining the ability to
carve out special operations
where necessary.
 

Visit us at
www.parkshoredrug.com  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

   
 
NELSON Worldwide is an
award-winning firm
delivering architecture,
interior design, graphic
design, and brand strategy
services that transform all

 
Our passion is to create
positive digital experiences
for large companies and their
people, increasiFor 35 years,
Press Ganey's mission has
been to support health care
providers in understanding
and improving care delivery
across the entire continuum.
As a strategic business
partner to more than 41,000
health care facilities, we lead
the industry in helping
clients transform the care
experience and create
continuous, sustainable

 
 

 
 
At NationalRad, we believe
that diagnostic excellence
makes a difference in
patients' treatment and
outcomes. As such, we
believe that every MRI, CT
and nuclear medicine study
should be read by a
fellowship-trained,
subspecialty radiologist
who is an expert in his or
her field. We realize the full
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dimensions of the human
experience, providing our
clients with strategic and
creative solutions that
positively impact their lives
and the environments where
they work, serve, play, and
thrive.

Learn More

improvement.

Our associates are
professionals with deep
health care experience and
are strongly committed to
our clients' success and
mission to reduce suffering.
Our client teams are locally-
based experts with in-depth
knowledge of the patients
and communities our clients
serve to help us better
understand and deliver
cutting-edge performance
improvement strategies.
 

Learn More 

importance of accuracy in
our work and are committed
to delivering it in every
interpretation, every report
and all communications for
our patients and clients.

Further, we know that our
clients' success is essential
to our success and to that
of our mutual patients. As a
physician owned and
operated practice, we are
able to tailor our service and
working relationship to meet
your individual needs. 

Learn More

 
Our passion is to create
positive digital experiences
for large companies and
their people, increasing
productivity,
communications and
modernize the physical
space.

We will work together and
identify your
communicational pain
points to develop and create
an implementation plan for
your business. This will
allow you to quickly digitize
and eliminate unnecessary
work ethics that are slowing
your business down. Once
project is approved we
negotiate directly with the
manufacturer to get you
great pricing on hardware
and will manage the
implementation and
maintenance of your digital
communication platform.
Last but definitely not least,
training your team to upload
content and manage your
messaging playlist will be a
breeze with our library of
content templates that are
easy and ready to go!

Learn More 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
At Sunovion
Pharmaceuticals, patients
are at the center of
everything we do.  We are
creating innovative
psychiatric, neurological and
respiratory therapies that
help transform people's
lives, while at the same time
we are playing an
increasingly active role in the
future of global health.
 
 
 

Learn More    
 

 
 

 

   
 
The South Florida Hospital
and Healthcare Association
is the single most
authoritative source of
information, advocacy and
education for the South
Florida healthcare industry.
Since 1944, we empower our
members to keep up with -
and stay on top of - the
rapid changes in the
healthcare industry. 
SFHHA membership
accurately reflects the
diversity in South Florida
and focuses on issues
unique to our community.
As a not for profit
organization, the mission is
to improve the efficient
delivery of quality
healthcare services to our
communities by
championing collaboration
and communication among
leaders across the
healthcare continuum.  

Visit us at https://sfhha.com/

f
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